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ELEVATE YOUR GUIDANCE COUNSELING EXPERIENCE

How can COUNSELORS use GUIDED PATHWAYS with their STUDENTS?

Explore FSW’s 10 Academic and Career Pathways with students to see what degrees
and careers match their interests

Use the specific AA transfer program maps and AS degree program maps
to show students all the courses they will need to complete to earn the
degree and the recommended order of classes

Use the program maps to help students choose courses that meet
their goals when working with them to fill out their registration
paperwork

Want to see how close a student is to earning a degree
and meeting common prerequisites? Use program
maps as a checklist and mark off completed courses

FSW’s Guided Pathways is an innovative program designed to streamline your college
conversations with students and boost student success by keeping them on track to degree
completion. This dynamic initiative not only assists students in selecting optimal courses for

their majors but also enhances the counseling experience by offering a comprehensive
understanding of course requirements for popular degree programs. Ensure both you and

your students navigate the path to college success seamlessly with Guided Pathways.

LEARN MORE
about FSW’s GUIDED PATHWAYS at
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